BlueJeans with Dolby Voice is a breakthrough in audio for video meetings, allowing attendees to hear clearly and communicate naturally, as if they were in the same room, regardless of their location — desktop, mobile, or meeting room.

Better audio. Better meetings: Dolby Voice audio eliminates many traditional conferencing frustrations to elevate the meeting experience and enhance productivity.

- **Clear audio that’s easy to hear:** Innovative technology suppresses background noise, maintains consistent volume across soft and loud talkers, and makes dialogue easier to understand.

- **Better comprehension for more efficient collaboration:** Spatial audio presents each person’s voice from a distinct location, so everyone hears as if they were together in the same room, making it easier to focus on the content of the conversation.

- **More natural conversation:** Everyone can be heard, even when voices overlap, so participation is easier, dialogue flows without delays, and work gets done.

- **Easy access from rooms, laptops, and smartphones:** Participants can join with one touch from their desks, on the go, or in a room, with the Dolby® Conference Phone.